
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Jennifer Clark 

Friday, July 24, 2015 8:25 PM 

Chris Gumbs; Vince Loucks; Jay Simpson 

Barry Oberkrom; Machelle Henks 

RE: Medicare Patient Assistance 

I would say that adherence is pretty strong for patients who are receiving assistance, very similar to our other coupon programs or financial qualification programs. Getting started is usually the hardest piece for the assisted patients because they may have to wait for foundations to receive funding. I would think adherence would be 
tougher for those patients who do not qualify for assistance. The LIS patients have been pretty adherent as well when they1ve been filling with the specialty pharmacies. 

From: Chris Gumbs 
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2015 9:07 PM 
To: Jennifer Clark; Vince Loucks; Jay Simpson 
Cc: Barry Oberkrom; Machelle Henks 
Subject: RE: Medicare Patient Assistance 

Thanks all, this is quite clear. 

I guess it would be nice to know what avg. adherence looks like for Copaxone Med-D patients? Do we see the effect on scripts during this donut hole period around Month 2 or 3? Given the price of Copaxone they should be out of the Donut Hole by month 3-4 glven the logic below? 

Where does US enter into the equation below? 

Best regards, 
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From: Jennifer Clark 
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2015 2:25 PM 
To: Vince Loucks; Chris Gumbs; Jay Simpson 
Cc: Barry Oberkrom; Machelle Henks 
Subject: RE: Medicare Patient Assistance 

That's a great illustration below. Most of the Copaxone patients land in the donut hole in months 2 or 3, sirnllar to what it shows below & similar to vvhat ! wou!d anticipate for thls product. You are rn,-r,:;,,•;· that we cannot directly help any government patient with their OOP costs, so this is a product that ls a great candidate for getting a 
foundation started for this disease state. We could then make donations to that foundation & patient services could help patients identify plans that best meet their needs & refer them to 3rd parties who could help the patients find funding. Based on what I've heard, the foundations appear to help patients regardless of the reason they 
were prescribed the product, as long as the payer has agreed to pay for it. 

From: Vince Loucks 
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2015 1:47 PM 
To: Chris Gumbs; Jay Simpson; Jennifer Clark 
Cc: Barry Oberkrom; Machelle Henks 
Subject: RE: Medicare Patient Assistance 

Hey, 

Long email, but below is some info regarding the Out of Pocket (OOP) for MPD. Patients will hit the donut hole after $2960. 

The "defined standard plan" for Medicare Part Dis depicted below. While only a couple percent of people actually have this type of plan, all other Part D plans are actuarial equivalents so the amounts should be in the ballpark. Each individual Medicare Plan will differ, but this gives you an idea. 

We can have a whole meeting on how MPD works and the impact of the donut hole. Travis Kenney found the graphic and provided the explanation below. You are correct on earlier points that we cannot provide direct patient assistance to a Medicare patient (no coupons or direct PAP). 

Patient responsibility: .. Running Total 

Deductible: $320 $320 

Initial Coverage Phase: $740 (shown in the graph below) $1060 (this is the 320 + 740) 

Donut Hole: ~$1675 (assuming only branded products) $2735 {1060 + 1675) 

Catastropic Coverage: $6.60 or 5% {whichever is MORE) 

There is no MOOP (Max out of pocket) because they would continue to pay the 5% in catastrophic coverage. 
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Medicare's 
Basic Benefit 

Besides me 
monthly premium. 

yrn.1 p~y - . -

De--{!t.1r.,i.ib!e 
{You pay 100%) 

Best regards, 

From: Chris Gumbs 

you pay about 25% of 
Rx coots bet.\,'OOn $320 
and $2,960 (about 
$740). 

You reach the $2,%-0 '•. 
drug ooverag-e iirilil. - , 
1'0l.fre ooaded for 1he 
Doughnut Hole. 

8€fare !he Affi:iroab!e Gare Act: 
)'bu paid 1 00% oot--Of ~pock.et 
wi'lile in the Dc.ugh!lul 1-loie. 
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Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2015 8:41 AM 
To: Jay Simpson; Jennifer Clark 
Cc: Barry Oberkrom; Vince Loucks; Machelle Henks 
Subject: RE: Medicare Patient Assistance 

Yom drug r.osts have reached 
$6,680 ar:4 onverage begif',s 
again. fiou pay 51:~, or $2.65 
ror ge.l'"lerics and $6)50 for 
br.:md-J'larnes, ~ve r :is 
graal:e.; .. } 

After the Alrordabte Gare /-lr,,i:, 
In 20t5, 1nu s.av-e .55% on 
br.:md•name dn.ir]3 and 
35% on g::ooerii:;s whiie in me 
D...,ughoo1 l-loie. 

Jay- Thanks -We are entering a high unmet need market with competition only coming from genetic Tetrabenazine. If there are several generics (we only expect a few) then competition could be stiff. But from initial interviews with PBMs and smaller payers we hear that this drug would be put on Tier 4 Specialty along with genetic 
Tetrabenazine and that some plans would require a soft step and some would not. Ail p!ans will have a PA to label. 

We have to be covered so essentially whatever it takes to ensure we don't enter that Not Covered status wm be necessary. 

I understand from Barry that most Medicare-Dis moving to Co-Insurance and that the Max OOP are going up. 

I need a dear picture of what the avg. Medicare 1 year journey for a Med-D patient on 5D809 looks like: 

• Start drug Month 1- Monthly WAC Cost ~$10,000 - 25% Coinsurance this avg.?) - Patient OOP max $250 this avg.?) 
o Avg. patlent would enter the donut hole in month 1? 
o What does the process like on our end and on the patient's end for moving the patient through the donut hole and what happens if the $250 is too expensive for the patient"? 

• What happens in Month 2? 
• Month 3 ..... ? 

Best regards, 

From: Jay Simpson 
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2015 5:18 PM 
To: Chris Gumbs; Jennifer Clark 
Cc: Barry Oberkrom; Vince Loucks; Machelle Henks 
Subject: RE: Medicare Patient Assistance 

I will take a stab at the first question below. 

< www.,iEivapnarm,c&ffi 
, ,,, "'"' ,,, ,., .,, '' . ,, ,, ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,," ,, ,., ,., 

It may make sense to rebate a specialty product. (ie Copaxone as an example). Even if all products end up in the same tier, there are normally steps and PA's that distinguish between what is preferred and non-preferred. A lot wili hinge on how competitive the market place is, and if we are unique and have little direct competition, the 
need to contract may be lower. 
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Remember that is the onlv difference mav not just be to be preferred or non-preferred. There is also the option of a plan moving a product to Not Covered status which would mean cash pay. Part D plans have been using this tactic more and more to wring additional rebates out of products. In addition, if you are not covered, you 
would lose access to US (Low income Subsidy) patients where the Copay is very low (normally about $6) and you always want to make sure you have access to LIS patients. 
Again, however, it will more come down to whether you have competition in the market basket or not on whether you will non-preferred status without contracting or if you have to pay to eliminate the Not covered status. From what I understand you are probably going to be okay without contractlng. 

Jav Sirnpson 
Pricing 1u1d Contracting - US Market Access, Teva Brand Products 

Cell: 

From: Chris Gumbs 
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2015 1:44 PM 
To: Jennifer Clark 
Cc: Barry Oberkrom; Jay Simpson; Vince Loucks; Machelle Henks 
Subject: Medicare Patient Assistance 

Hey Jennifer and Access Colleagues - l1 m trying to get a better feel for contracting and patient assistance will work re: Medicare patients for SD-809, please review my questions below and shoot me your answers in Red. If you can't put this down on paper, please give me a call and we can discuss live. 

• Does it make any sense to rebate Medicare-D plans for an expensive specialty drug like this or are we just going to end up on Tier 4 specialty at the end of the day not matter what? 

• Is the only PaP provided to Medicare patients (by Teva) what patients are able to get from foundations to which we donate? i.e. no coupons in Medicare, no direct Donut Hole assistance etc. 

• If Legal and Compliance tell us that we can NOT offer PaP to off-label patients, what does this mean, if anything, for our off-label Medicare-D patients? 
o It would seem that if all assistance comes from foundations then the treatment of off/on -label in Medicare would be the same .... ? 

Best regards, 
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